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In Reply Refer to:

Tampa
ab@macfar.com
August 31,2018
VIAE-PORTAL FILING
Ms. Carlotta S. Stauffer
Commission Clerk
Florida Public Service Commission
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0850
Re:

DOCKET NO. 20180044-GU - In re: Consideration of the tax impacts
associated with Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 for Peoples Gas System

Dear Ms. Stauffer:
Attached for electronic filing in the above docket on behalf of Peoples Gas System,
please find its Response to Staff's Second Data Request (Nos. 3-7).
Your assistance in this matter is greatly appreciated.
S)f\cerely,

AB/tlk
Attachment
cc:
Parties of Record
Ms. Kandi M. Floyd
Ansley Watson, Jr., Esq.
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PEOPLES GAS SYSTEM
DOCKET NO. 20180044-GU
STAFF’S SECOND DATA REQUEST
REQUEST NO. 3
BATES STAMPED PAGE: 1
FILED: AUGUST 31, 2018
3.

Please explain the rationale for changing from the currently approved depreciation
rates and components to the proposed rates shown in Table 1.

A.

During the 2016 PGS Depreciation Study, PGS evaluated the reserve surplus and
remaining useful lives of the existing assets. At that time, comparing to other gas
utilities across the country and in Florida, PGS realized the lives were too short for
some of the asset accounts. This was leading to the company’s reserve surplus.
At several points throughout the process, there were discussions with both Staff
and OPC regarding the possibility of extending the average service lives/remaining
lives on some of the accounts. A Settlement was ultimately reached for the current
approved rates, which reflected a portion but not all the OPC consultant
recommendations put forth in the negotiations.
PGS evaluated the OPC consultant recommendation above and believes the life
extension is reasonable at this time given the current reserve surplus position.
Depending on the asset activity through the next depreciation study filing, future
adjustments may be warranted.
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PEOPLES GAS SYSTEM
DOCKET NO. 20180044-GU
STAFF’S SECOND DATA REQUEST
REQUEST NO. 4
BATES STAMPED PAGE: 2
FILED: AUGUST 31, 2018
4.

Referring to Table 1 above, please provide the reason that warrants the change
from the approved Reserve Ratio for Account 37600.

A.

The company utilized reserve transfers to clear the reserve surplus in most of the
other accounts, isolating the remaining reserve surplus to the Mains and Services
(37600) accounts. PGS will reevaluate its position, inclusive of reserve surplus
and remaining lives, at the next depreciation study.
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PEOPLES GAS SYSTEM
DOCKET NO. 20180044-GU
STAFF’S SECOND DATA REQUEST
REQUEST NO. 5
BATES STAMPED PAGE: 3
FILED: AUGUST 31, 2018
5.

As shown in Table 2 below, the average service lives (ASLs) of five of the six
accounts for which PGS is seeking a change in depreciation rates at this time are
considerably longer than the current Commission-approved ASLs. Also, most of
the proposed ASLs are at the high end or exceed the range of the industry
averages.
a. Please explain why it is appropriate to substantially change depreciation rates
in 2019 as proposed in the Settlement Agreement without the benefit of a
supporting depreciation study.
b. Please explain whether the proposed changes in depreciation components and
rates are, or are not, consistent with the Commission’s practice of gradualism

A.

a. The analysis by the OPC consultant was performed at the time PGS filed its
Depreciation Study approximately two years ago. It is the company’s opinion
that the information contained in that study has not changed significantly
enough to result in further changes to the rates.
b. While the company agrees most of the ASL’s are at the high end of Florida
LDC averages it also notes that a significant theoretical depreciation reserve
surplus has been built up and should be reduced. PGS believes that a reserve
surplus will still be available at the time of its next depreciations study where
the practice of gradualism can be employed to mitigate significant rate change.
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PEOPLES GAS SYSTEM
DOCKET NO. 20180044-GU
STAFF’S SECOND DATA REQUEST
REQUEST NO. 6
BATES STAMPED PAGE: 4
FILED: AUGUST 31, 2018
6.

PGS’s proposed changes in depreciation components and rates will result in $10.3
million dollar decrease in depreciation expense annually throughout the period of
the Settlement Agreement. Please explain how PGS’s customers would benefit
from the proposed changes in depreciation components/rates and the resulting
annual depreciation expense reduction of $10.3 million.

A.

As previously noted, Peoples’ existing depreciation rates have resulted in a
theoretical depreciation reserve surplus. The reduction in depreciation rates will
reduce depreciation expense and reduce the existing surplus. Customers benefit
because the proposed reduction in depreciation rates along with other aspects of
the proposed Settlement, including the base rate reduction to customers, are
anticipated to allow the company to remain within its allowed ROE range over the
term of its current Settlement Agreement.
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PEOPLES GAS SYSTEM
DOCKET NO. 20180044-GU
STAFF’S SECOND DATA REQUEST
REQUEST NO. 7
BATES STAMPED PAGE: 5
FILED: AUGUST 31, 2018
7.

What is PGS’s expected return on equity for 2019 both with and without the
proposed change in depreciation rates?

A.

With the change in depreciation rates as well as the proposed MGP amortization
treatment and tax reform base rate reductions in the proposed Settlement, Peoples
expects to earn at or around the midpoint of its allowed ROE range in 2019. If the
proposed Settlement did not include a provision to change Peoples’ depreciation
rates for 2019, the company anticipated to earn slightly below its allowed ROE
floor of 9.25% agreed upon in the existing Settlement Agreement.
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